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Your Eco-flow turbine solution



Key features

Single unit:    Easy to install
Robust:          One rotating part

Low CAPEX:  Minimized civil works,  
                         power house not needed
Low OPEX:     Remote operated
High efficiency

Key properties

100 to 3000 kW output capacity
Up to 50m net head
Powerhouse not needed due to sealed oil 
filled stator compartment directly cooled by 
water flow.
Significantly lower installation costs 
compared to a traditional Kaplan turbine
Total efficiency of turbine generator 80-85%
Simple flange connection
Base model is unregulated and direct to grid

Easy installation
No power house
Reduced civil works

The Turbinator is 
a sealed unit that 
does not need a 
power house, which 
significantly reduces 
the civil works, capital 
investments and 
construction time. 
It generates at low 
voltage (440 or 690 V) 
and is directly  
switched into the grid 
transformer.

All-in-one turbine with integrated generator



The turbine section is an axial flow, semi regulated Kaplan turbine with fixed pitch 
runner wheel and adjustable guide vane. 

Using patented technology, it is integrated with a direct drive synchronous permanent 
magnetized generator (PMG).

The resulting assembly is a compact unit with only one rotating part.

The Turbinator is a robust and cost efficient alternative to a traditional full regulated 
Kaplan installation.

Using a PMG gives a compact unit with high energy density and small footprint,  
in a sealed unit that does not need a protecting power house.

Eco-flow turbine

Industrial energy recovery

Canals, conduits,  
Irrigation systems

Fish hatchery and farming

Applications

Technical description

Models T500 T600 T750 T1000 T1250 T1500

Hydraulic diameter [mm] 500 600 750 1000 1250 1500

Flow rate [m3/s] 0,5 - 1,3 0,8 - 2,0 1,3 - 3,1 2,0 - 4,9 3,9 - 7,6 6,1 - 11,9

Flow rate     [cfs] 18 - 46 28 - 71 46 - 109 71 - 173 138 - 268 215 - 420

Power range [kW] 75 - 280 55 - 550 70 - 670 190 - 1700 370 - 2000 190 - 3300



Get in touch

CleanPower AS

Setesdalsveien 110
N-4617 Kristiansand S
Norway

Org. # NO 882 170 462 MVA

Phone +47 71 56 66 00

Email post@cleanpower.no

Turbinate your Eco-flow!

The CleanPower Eco-flow solution 
will manage your eco-flow while 
producing energy.

Key features:

Stable flow with varying head
Calendar-driven flow
Control panel manages turbine 
and bypass valve to secure flow
Bypass ensures flow during power 
outage etc.
Compact
Easy to install
Remote operated (SCADA, VPN, …)
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